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There are 55 questions worth 0.4 of a point each and one question worth 3 points                        /25 pts  
 
 
1. Which pair of atoms constitutes a pair of isotopes of the same element?  
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2. When a metal and a nonmetal react, the __________ tends to lose electrons and the __________ tends 

to gain electrons.  
A) metal, metal  
B) nonmetal, nonmetal  
C) metal, nonmetal  
D) nonmetal, metal  
E) None of the above, these elements share electrons.  
 
3. The correct name for 2 3Al O  is __________.  
A) aluminum oxide  
B) dialuminum oxide  
C) dialuminum trioxide  
D) aluminum hydroxide  
E) aluminum trioxide  
 
4. The correct name for SO is __________.  
A) sulfur oxide  
B) sulfur monoxide  
C) sulfoxide  
D) sulfate  
E) sulfite  
 
 
  



5. Of the choices below, which one is not an ionic compound?  
A) 5PCl  
B) 6MoCl  
C) RbCl 
D) 2PbCl  
E) NaCl  
 
6. There are __________ protons, __________ neutrons, and __________ electrons in 131 -I .  
A) 131, 53, and 54  
B) 131, 53, and 52  
C) 53, 78, and 54  
D) 53, 131, and 52  
E) 78, 53, and 72  
 
7. When the following equation is balanced, the coefficients are __________. 
 
 3 3 2 2 3 3Al(NO )  + Na S  Al S  + NaNO  
  
A) 2, 3, 1, 6  
B) 2, 1, 3, 2  
C) 1, 1, 1, 1  
D) 4, 6, 3, 2  
E) 2, 3, 2, 3  
 
8. Write the balanced equation for the reaction that occurs when methanol, CH3OH(l) is burned in air.  

What is the coefficient of oxygen in the balanced equation?  
A) 1  
B) 2  
C) 3  
D) 4  
E) 3/2  
 
9. Which ion(s) is/are spectator ions in the formation of a precipitate of AgCl via combining aqueous  

solutions of 2CoCl  and 3AgNO ?  

A) 2+Co  and 3NO -  

B) 3NO -  and -Cl  

C) 2+Co  and +Ag  

D) -Cl  
E) 3NO -  
 
10. The balanced molecular equation for complete neutralization of 2 4H SO  by KOH in aqueous solution 

is __________.  
A) + -

22H  (aq) + 2OH  (aq)  2H O (l)  
B) + +

22H  (aq) + 2KOH (aq)  2H O (l) + 2K  (aq)  
C) - 2-

2 4 2 4H SO  (aq) + 2OH  (aq)  2H O (l) + SO  (aq)  
D) 2 4 2 2 4H SO  (aq) + 2KOH (aq)  2H O (l) + K SO  (s)  
E) 2 4 2 2 4H SO  (aq) + 2KOH (aq)  2H O (l) + K SO  (aq)  
 
  



11. In which species does sulfur have the highest oxidation number?  
A) 8S  (elemental form of sulfur)  
B) 2H S  
C) 2SO  
D) 2 3H SO  
E) 2 4K SO  
 
12. Which of the following is an oxidation-reduction reaction?  
A) 3 3 2Cu (s) + 2AgNO  (aq)  2Ag (s) + Cu(NO )  (aq)  
B) HCl (aq) + NaOH (aq) → 2H O  (l) + NaCl (aq)  
C) 3 3AgNO  (aq) + HCl (aq)  AgCl (s) + HNO  (aq)  
D) 2 3 2 2 2 4 4 2 3 2Ba(C H O )  (aq) + Na SO  (aq)  BaSO  (s) + 2NaC H O  (aq)  
E) 2 3 3 2 3 3H CO  (aq) + Ca(NO )  (aq)  2HNO  (aq) + CaCO  (s)  
 
 
13. The __________ quantum number defines the shape of an orbital.  
A) spin  
B) magnetic  
C) principal  
D) azimuthal  
E) psi  
 
14. The total number of orbitals in a shell is given by __________.  
A) l2 
B) 2n   
C) 2n  
D) 2n + 1  
E) 2l + 1  
 
 
15. How many quantum numbers are necessary to designate a particular electron in an atom __________?  
A) 3  
B) 4  
C) 2  
D) 1  
E) 5  
 
16. 2 10 3[Ar]4s 3d 4p  is the electron configuration of a(n) __________ atom.  
A) As  
B) V  
C) P  
D) Sb  
E) Sn  
 
17. The photoelectric effect is __________.  
A) the total reflection of light by metals giving them their typical luster  
B) the production of current by silicon solar cells when exposed to sunlight  
C) the ejection of electrons by a metal when struck with light of sufficient energy  
D) the darkening of photographic film when exposed to an electric field  
E) a relativistic effect  
 
  



18. According to the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle, it is impossible to know precisely both the position 
and the __________ of an electron.  

A) mass  
B) color  
C) momentum  
D) shape  
E) velocity  
 
19. An electron cannot have the quantum numbers n = __________, l = __________, ml  = __________.  
A) 6, 1, 0  
B) 3, 2, 3  
C) 3, 2, -2  
D) 1, 0, 0  
E) 3, 2, 1  
 
 
20. Which electron configuration represents a violation of the Pauli exclusion principle?  
A)  

  
B)  

  
C)  

  
D)  

  
E)  

  
  



 
21. Which electron configuration represents a violation of Hund's rule for an atom in its ground state?  
A)  

  
B)  

  
C)  

  
D)  

  
E)  

  
 
22. The condensed electron configuration of silicon, element 14, is __________.  
A) [He]2s42p6   
B) [Ne]2p10   
C) [Ne]3s23p2   
D) [He]2s4   
E) [He]2s62p2   
 
23. In general, as you go across a period in the periodic table from left to right:  
 
 (1) the atomic radius __________;  
 (2) the electron affinity becomes __________ negative; and  
 (3) the first ionization energy __________.  
A) decreases, decreasingly, increases  
B) increases, increasingly, decreases  
C) increases, increasingly, increases  
D) decreases, increasingly, increases  
E) decreases, increasingly, decreases  
 
24. Most of the elements on the periodic table are __________.  
A) gases  
B) nonmetals  
C) metalloids  
D) liquids  
E) metals  
 
  



25. The reaction of a metal with a nonmetal produces a(n) __________.  
A) base  
B) salt  
C) acid  
D) oxide  
E) hydroxide  
 
26. Atomic radius generally increases as we move __________.  
A) down a group and from right to left across a period  
B) up a group and from left to right across a period  
C) down a group and from left to right across a period  
D) up a group and from right to left across a period  
E) down a group; the period position has no effect  
 
27. Screening by the valence electrons in atoms is __________.  
A) less efficient than that by core electrons  
B) more efficient than that by core electrons  
C) essentially identical to that by core electrons  
D) responsible for a general increase in atomic radius going across a period  
E) both more efficient than that by core electrons and responsible for a general increase in atomic radius 
going across a period  
 
28. The atomic radius of main-group elements generally increases down a group because __________.  
A) effective nuclear charge increases down a group  
B) effective nuclear charge decreases down a group  
C) effective nuclear charge zigzags down a group  
D) the principal quantum number of the valence orbitals increases  
E) both effective nuclear charge increases down a group and the principal quantum number of the valence 
orbitals increases  
 
29. Which one of the following atoms has the largest radius?  
A) Sr  
B) Ca  
C) K  
D) Rb  
E) Y  
 
30. Which of the following has the largest second ionization energy?  
A) Si  
B) Mg  
C) Al  
D) Na  
E) P  
 
31. Which ion below has the largest radius?  
A) -Cl  
B) +K  
C) -Br  
D) -F  
E) +Na  
 
  



32. There are __________ paired and __________ unpaired electrons in the Lewis symbol for a 
phosphorus atom.  

A) 4, 2  
B) 2, 4  
C) 2, 3  
D) 4, 3  
E) 0, 3  
 
33. For a given arrangement of ions, the lattice energy increases as ionic radius __________ and as ionic 

charge __________.  
A) decreases, increases  
B) increases, decreases  
C) increases, increases  
D) decreases, decreases  
E) This cannot be predicted.  
 
34. What is the electron configuration for the 2+Co  ion?  
A) 1 6[Ar]4s 3d  
B) 0 7[Ar]4s 3d  
C) 0 5[Ar]4s 3d  
D) 2 9[Ar]4s 3d  
E) 2 10[Ne]3s 3p  
 
 
35. Electronegativity __________ from left to right within a period and __________ from top to bottom 

within a group.  
A) decreases, increases  
B) increases, increases  
C) increases, decreases  
D) stays the same, increases  
E) increases, stays the same  
 
36. The formal charge on sulfur in 2-

4SO  is __________, where the Lewis structure of the ion is:  

  
A) -4  
B) -2  
C) 0  
D) +2  
E) +4  
 
37. Lattice energy is __________.  
A) the energy required to convert a mole of ionic solid into its constituent ions in the gas phase  
B) the energy given off when gaseous ions combine to form one mole of an ionic solid  
C) the energy required to produce one mole of an ionic compound from its constituent elements in their 
standard states  
D) the sum of ionization energies of the components in an ionic solid  
E) the sum of electron affinities of the components in an ionic solid  



38. The type of compound that is most likely to contain a covalent bond is __________.  
A) one that is composed of a metal from the far left of the periodic table and a nonmetal from the far right 
of the periodic table  
B) a solid metal  
C) one that is composed of only nonmetals  
D) held together by the electrostatic forces between oppositely charged ions  
E) There is no general rule to predict covalency in bonds.  
 
39. According to VSEPR theory, if there are five electron domains in the valence shell of an atom, they 

will be arranged in a(n) __________ geometry.  
A) octahedral  
B) linear  
C) tetrahedral  
D) trigonal planar  
E) trigonal bipyramidal  
 
40. The electron-domain geometry and molecular geometry of iodine trichloride are __________ and 

__________, respectively.  
A) trigonal bipyramidal, trigonal planar  
B) tetrahedral, trigonal pyramidal  
C) trigonal bipyramidal, T-shaped  
D) octahedral, trigonal planar  
E) T-shaped, trigonal planar  
 
41. The F–N–F bond angle in the 3NF  molecule is slightly less than __________.  
A) 90°  
B) 109.5°  
C) 120°  
D) 180°  
E) 60°  
 
42. According to valence bond theory, which orbitals on bromine atoms overlap in the formation of the 

bond in 2Br ?  
A) 3s  
B) 3p  
C) 4s  
D) 4p  
E) 3d  
 
43. The hybridization of the central atom in the XeF4 molecule is __________.  
A) sp  
B) 2sp   
C) 3sp  
D) 3sp d  
E) 3 2sp d  
 
44. The basis of the VSEPR model of molecular bonding is __________.  
A) regions of electron density on an atom will organize themselves so as to maximize s-character  
B) regions of electron density in the valence shell of an atom will arrange themselves so as to maximize 
overlap  
C) atomic orbitals of the bonding atoms must overlap for a bond to form  
D) electron domains in the valence shell of an atom will arrange themselves so as to minimize repulsions  
E) hybrid orbitals will form as necessary to, as closely as possible, achieve spherical symmetry  
 



45. The central iodine atom in the 4ICl -  ion has __________ nonbonded electron pairs and __________ 
bonded electron pairs in its valence shell.  

A) 2, 2  
B) 3, 4  
C) 1, 3  
D) 3, 2  
E) 2, 4  
 
46. Three monosulfur fluorides are observed: 2SF , 4SF , and 6SF .  Of these, __________ is/are polar.  
A) 2SF  only  
B) 2SF  and 4SF  only  
C) 4SF  only  
D) 6SF  only  
E) 2SF , 4SF , and 6SF   
 
47. The combination of two atomic orbitals results in the formation of __________ molecular orbitals.  
A) 1  
B) 2  
C) 3  
D) 4  
E) 0  
 
48. A typical triple bond consists of __________.  
A) three sigma bonds  
B) three pi bonds  
C) one sigma and two pi bonds  
D) two sigma and one pi bond  
E) three ionic bonds  
 
49. The bond order of any molecule containing equal numbers of bonding and antibonding electrons is 

__________.  
A) 0  
B) 1  
C) 2  
D) 3  
E) 1/2  
 
50. Based on molecular orbital theory, the only molecule in the list below that has unpaired electrons is 

__________.  
A) 2C  
B) 2N  
C) 2F  
D) 2O  
E) 2Li  
 
51. According to MO theory, overlap of two s atomic orbitals produces __________.  
A) one bonding molecular orbital and one hybrid orbital  
B) two bonding molecular orbitals  
C) two bonding molecular orbitals and two antibonding molecular orbitals  
D) two bonding molecular orbitals and one antibonding molecular orbital  
E) one bonding molecular orbital and one antibonding molecular orbital  
 



 
52. The more effectively two atomic orbitals overlap, __________.  
A) the more bonding MOs will be produced by the combination  
B) the higher will be the energy of the resulting bonding MO and the lower will be the energy of the 
resulting antibonding MO  
C) the higher will be the energies of both bonding and antibonding MOs that result  
D) the fewer antibonding MOs will be produced by the combination  
E) the lower will be the energy of the resulting bonding MO and the higher will be the energy of the 
resulting antibonding MO  
 
53. Using the VSEPR model, the electron-domain geometry of the central atom in BF3 is __________.  
A) linear  
B) trigonal planar  
C) tetrahedral  
D) trigonal bipyramidal  
E) octahedral  
 
54. Using the VSEPR model, the molecular geometry of the central atom in NCl3 is __________.  
A) linear  
B) trigonal planar  
C) tetrahedral  
D) bent  
E) trigonal pyramidal  
 
55. Molecular Orbital theory correctly predicts paramagnetism of oxygen gas, 2O . This is because 

__________. 
A) the bond order in 2O  can be shown to be equal to 2.   
B) there are more electrons in the bonding orbitals than in the antibonding orbitals.  
C) the energy of the 2pπ MOs  is higher than that of the 2pσ MO  

D) there are two unpaired electrons in the MO electron configuration of 2O   
E) the O–O bond distance is relatively short  
  



56. Explicitly describe (i.e. include mass to weigh) how to prepare ¼ L of a 1.250 M solution of 
magnesium chloride given a bottle containing magnesium chloride and typical laboratory equipment 
(i.e. 250 mL beaker, 250 mL volumetric flask, 250 mL Erlenmeyer flask, spatula, top loading balance, 
analytical balance, weighing cups, spatula, tap water, DI water) (3 points) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


